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Following the ideas of‘ Sharrt : 2, 3 $ r we will give a partial ;inswer to the question: 
“Let k ix m integer, k > 2. Phat is the kmailest integer rn fol v:’ ich there is a topology 
on m points with k open wts.” We state STMX~! results in the ~NXX~ of finite topologies 
by introducing the idea of generating topolo&s. Using this c%jnn:cpt, it is possible to 
derive existence theorems and get numcrtcd results in an eaz: rr:.anner. 
Let S = (sIJ .rr3 sJ be a finite set and let T be a tlrrpology on S. 
the correspondence between finite topologies and reflexive, ~1 X~2 zero-one 
matrices hown in [ 1, 21 by defining 
P 1 1 = if sj E {si)-, ij 0 otherwise. 
Then the ith row of M(s) = [ tii] is the sharacteristlc function for the 
v--closure of (Si) and the it11 column oM@) is the lcharacteristic func- 
tion for the minimal Open set B, corkking St. The set of a%1 distinct 
gether with the empty set s called the minimal basis for 7. 
adz open set of 7 is obtainable by tkie union of some of the .&‘s. 
i,pE 11, ..*,w-I), tnr,,! = 1, 
and therefcxe ccmsponds to a topology r1 
orrespondeme het~;z’een theopen sets of r’ 9 
. Induction on r. If Y = 1, then the theoren1 fallows immediately 
from the fact that there are topologies with car&nality Z or 3 on PZ = t 
rqxctively It = 2 points. 
If r > 1, then we have two possibilities. 
( 1) do = 0. There is a TO-topology with cardinality z = $ I\ on 
t = r -- 2 + r=l,=, 62, p oints. Using Corollary I, kwe can prove the exist- 
ence of a Y&-to ology with cardinality k. 
(2) QQ = 1, There is a 7$topology with cardinality t = 4 (k- 1) on 
t=r-2t2&q”m points. Wsing Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. the 
proof is complete. 
et f(k) be the integer II determined in Theorem 2. 
Unfortunately trle partition sf A into factors dcles not al*wa~s give . 
ktter results. For example, 
J[l5) = 6 butj(3)+f(5) = 5, 
f’(33) = 6 but p(3) + 37 11 
1~~s determinei~l the cardinality 
the last non-zero component of the sequence by 1) UK 
y- k 
fbr 16 k < m-1. 
t 171 = xL$j a, zrn with Q, __ & = 1. Tiheor\Tm 
Ic + ! . Tha:refore at most k of the rczmaining M-k cooffi- 
have the value 1. 
2 @es the inequal- 
mit t&e cjekls of the procX Theorem 2 can be easily used to re- 
e wan? to show a new method for determining the cardinal&y 
the corresponding zero-one matrix. This 
useful in clonneetion with Theorem X0 for a machine 
‘e can restrict our interest o ~O-topOlogies and further- 
Is triangular matrices [2, Theorem 8 1. 
s,,} be a given firite set and let r be a To-topology on 
s and rows of &I(?) simultaneously (Le., renum- 
. ..+ sJ, we obtain an equivalent topc&gy with 
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x IIS a (12 ---k)X k zeroax. matrix, ;and 
T’ is a transitive matrix tizorresponding to a topology 7’ on n -- I$; 
point:;. This topology r’ is called the generating topology of r. 
The followiing theorem allows us in special cases1 to-enlarge the iden- 
tity matrix in the partition described above. 
Proof0 M(7) must have the form 
__1_m_ em-.. 
I * 
T’ defines a topology on pi-- t points with cardinality rl - 1. Usi.w 
Theorem 1) the matrix 
defines a topology on S having exactly the same cardinal&y as r. IteraC 
ing this algorithm, we get the desired result. 
WC now turn our interest o the submatrix X in M(r). 
later, that knowing the number of distinct columns of X and knowing 
the form of the generating topology of r, it is possible to derive the 
cardinality of T. 
.‘his folio mediately from e transitivity of 
ha:5 th2[.! form E W Ai., wh5zre Ai C! 7) and E C {s,) . ..) sk). - 
s for each element of 7. NOW for each Ai E 7’ we count 
* e~~n~er~ ts B of 7 sa isfying the following conditions: 
1’ . . . . Sk ). 
exactly (ui minimal ojXrl sets from (B f , . . . , ilk } se that 
nion 1.)’ := E’ u A’ satisfks the condition A’ C A i. As all 
-se spen sets are distinct a::nc:i the union of each 
n open >iet of 7 yielding the condlitions described above, 
er of them iz Zai, ow the tkeorem follows by summing over 
f7’. 
e Q TO-topology on n-k points. Each TO-topol0g.y 
fzemfing topology T’ yielcls 
can be app”lIed with a:ny labeling of the open sets. Let us 
labeling for the elements of a generating 
7 be the &-topology defined by the corresponding matrix 
e topology 01 t 
The concept of generating topology allows the possibility of fin 
ing an interestin theorem about finite topologies. 
There is a topology with 1~1 =/I=*I and at least one zero appears 
m the first column of M(7 Theorem 6). 
construction on 
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4’ eliminating the ith row and column of (P), where d 
= . -. 
I 
1 z 2aj- f (Theorem 8). 
i 
pology on less than P- 1 points. 
s the existence of a topology 7’2 on t?--l points with 
k, it is possible to put each of t.he colu rnns 
partition is therefore not unique. 
sequence, we can show the following theorem. 
more adaptable to mechanical camp 1.1 t 
con, it is necessary to define the inciderrc 
a topology with elements A 1 ‘, . . . , A,, . The corre- 
4X? $~~~t~ix I(7) =” [Cii] IS &fined itS: 
same generating topology. or example if 7’ is a TO-to:.~ology on +J 
he cardinalities 0B all T,D-topologies 1”on 
topology, all compositions (ordered parti- 
tions) of I into Ir’t part:; > 0 must be generated. 
uttiplying each composition (assumed as a vector of 17’1 compo- 
nents) with I(,?‘), we get the vector (ur , . . . . a,,, 3, m = IT’!, and finally the 
cardinahty of the generated topology as I!IpIi Zai. 
ilowing this idea, we arc: able to s 
s on II points with cardinalities > 
ah ties are : : 
,l < k < (fz, 
(2) 2”‘-‘, 
(3) k q~--2 + y-3 + 2k 
(4) 2+-Z + y-3 + 2”;’ + :;k, 
8 fG k G n-4, 
0 G k G w-5, 
(5) p-2 + y-3, 
(g) 2n-2 + 2?1--4 f ;R+2 + 2k: 
O< k G ~-6, 
0 6 k G n-7, 
(9) p-” + y4. 
All of these topologies have generating topologies on at most two points. 
Let r be the topology with corresponding matrix 
I I ij 
M\T) = 
IQ 
[ 1 0 I 
and 1t.r) = 
A composition of II --2 in four parts 2% 0 is (k, 1, ~-k--3, O), 0 G k G ~-5. 
ultiplying this vector with 1(?), we ;;;et (k. k+ll , ~1-3, PP--2) 
Let r be the topology with 
hree rts 2 is d , ++I-.- k - 3 ‘, 
a 
es on 13 poiots with generating topslogy 1-m at most three points, 
- v--m _ 
6 
7 
8 
32 
36 
50 
128 
9 
10 
10 
II 
12 
12 
16 
13 14 15 16 17 18 
10 
23 
64 
it 
24 
12 
25 
13 
26 
16 17 18 19 
30 32 33 34 
11 12 13 14, 15 16 f7 18 19 20 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 
51 52 54 56 60 64 65 66 48 72 
12 
25 
38 
si 
77 
97 
136 
!3 
26 
39 
52 
65 
78 
98 
1 
14 15 16 17 
27 28 29 30 
40 41 42 43 
53 54 55 56 
66 67 68 69 
80 81 82 83 
99 IOQ 102 104 
160 192 256 
18 19 20 21 
31 32 33 34 
44 45 46 47 
57 58 59 60 
70 78 72 73 
86 85 86 88 
108 812 120 128 
126 
193 
21 
22 
240 
257 
270 
289 
768 
128 
141 
160 
192 
257 
198 
211 
225 
241 
258 
272 
290 
321 
1024 
129 13 
142 14 
i61 16 
193 194 
258 260 
199 200 
212 213 
226 227 
291 292 
131 132 It33 134 
1145 146 147 148 
163 164 165 166 
195 194 198 200 
264 272 288 320 
201 
214 
221 
244, 
261 
275 
294; 
324 
x2 
2115 
229 
245 
262 
276 
296 
325 
386 
513 
203 
216 
238 
246 
263 
277 
297 
3261 
387 
204 
217 
231 
516 
Theorem 2 is a specia)‘@appiication of this theorem. The composition 
of k has the: form k - 2Q -t . . . d- 2’Jn, where ui < ,ui+t, i = 1, . . . . m-- 1, and 
the generating topotogy 8 is the Tg-topology on IV-- 1 = IO-U, points 
with cardinality rn which has the correc,pzding matrix 
Fcr several reasons this theorem is not very easy to use, First, it is 
possible that two distinct compositions of k lead to the same cardinality. 
Furthermore, it is not possible to choose a, = n -- ilog k I. There is 
for example a TO-topology with cardinality 223 on 10 points with a 
generating topology on four paints. But there is no topology of the 
same cardinality with a generating topology on at moslt three points 
(see Table 1). For these reasons it seems very hard to use Theorem 12 
to prove non-existence theorems. On the other hand we can show various 
existence theorems. 
We have programmed a computer to list the cardinalities of 7’O-topol- 
ogies on r-t points with generating topology on at most three points. To 
generate the compositions, we use the ideas of Wells [ 71. 
The numerical results allow us to formulate two conjectures: 
(1) Let rt and r2 be topologies on it poHnts. Let /r,I < 1~~1 and further 
more for each topology r with Irl < 1r21 suppose that 14 G 1~~1. Then 
]r2j/ - Irt\ = 24 for an integer y. 
(2) Let r be a topology of even cardillality on Al points, IrI = 2y and 
y > 1. Then there exists a topology of cardinality q on n--l points. 
This is equivalent o: Let r be a connected topology oI’ even cardinal- 
ity on 11 points. Then there is a non-connecte topology bvith the s;srne 
cardil~a~~ty 011PI points. 
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